musicians and bands will perform together and make Centered on the local Kyoto band, “flat 13 31 25 26 SHOPS 6 11F Food Alley 20 11 18 *In case of rain, the event will be held in front of the Kyoto Station Building Information Center.

As the eternal capital of all Japanese culture, Kyoto has developed its unique culinary culture throughout the history. May 1st will mark a very special occasion as the new era, “Reiwa,” heralds on the day as the new Emperor ascends. Learn and experience the world of Kyoto cuisine this month.

Panel Exhibition - History and transition of food culture of Kyoto - The Five Major Culinary Tradition of Kyoto - Kyo Yasai Vegetables, and more “Ikarusugi Shiki Bocho” Court Knife Ceremony Demonstration May 26, from 13:00 “Shiki Bocho” is a traditional Japanese ceremonial knife performance. On the day, the lemot master of the Ikarusugi Shiki Bocho who wears ceremonial costume will perform an incredible knife skills and complete the complicated auspicious-arranged style.

Reframing to a way of life fundamental to Kyoto culture and nurtured by the city’s artisans, the word “Bifu” can be translated to “lovely ways” or “beautiful customs.” The KYOTO BIFU exhibitions at Kyoto Station Building introduce “Bifu” in its various forms, both new and traditional. Particularly, they focus the works of artisans who embody this philosophy and, in turn, have come to represent the Kyoto way of life.
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